Our mission is to awaken individuals to the health and human rights crisis of our day. We promote, preserve, and protect traditional ethics, objective scientific research, and informed medical consent.

1st Annual

Health & Human Rights Summit

Karen Kain

2020 Gala Speaker

“I hope this book helps you to surrender your attachment to any expectation of what you thought your parenting experience was going to be and encourages you to surrender to what it is and ENJOY! There is enormous power behind just accepting your child as the way they are. When you do this as a parent the entire dynamics change, and that is a promise!”

Seminar Presenters Plus More...

Dr. Theresa Deisher

Dr. Andrew Wakefield

Dr. James Lyons-Weiler

COSTS

Independent Film $15*
Two-day Seminar Pass $39*
Two-day Kid Camp Pass $10/Child
Gala Single Ticket Price $50/Person
Gala Table Host (8 tickets) $400
Gala Table Sponsor (8 tickets + advertisement privileges during summit and gala) $1500
Vendor (space + 1 sharable seminar pass + 1 gala ticket) $100

*Prices increase February 10, 2020 $20/$50

Registration: hfhcoalition.org  For information, call: (520) 971-2333
Dr. Theresa Deisher lends hope with her continuing research into the moral alternatives for pharmaceutical products. Having worked in a lab since she was thirteen, she is a molecular and cellular physiologist and a Stanford graduate. After graduate school, she spent her career in commercial biotechnology working for some of the largest and most successful companies in the industry including Genentech, Immunix, and Amgen.

Dr. Andrew Wakefield is a physician, author, and filmmaker. Qualified as a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1985, he was made a Fellow of the Royal College of Pathologists in 2001. He has published over 150 original scientific articles, books, book chapters, and invited scientific commentaries. In addition to authoring two books, he is the Director and co-writer of VAXXED: from Cover-up to Catastrophe, a whistleblower story and one of the top US documentary features of 2016.

Dr. James Lyons-Weiler is a long-time veteran in the areas of genomics, proteomics, bioinformatics and evolutionary biology. He earned a PhD in Ecology, Evolution & Conservation Biology, and won a US DOE/Sloan postdoc in Computational Molecular Biology at Pennsylvania State University under the mentorship of Drs. Webb Miller and Masatoshi Nei. He has served as faculty, Senior Research Scientist, and Scientific Director in support of translational research, systems biology, sequence analysis, and the creation of novel algorithmic solutions for the analysis of complex and challenging data. He is author of three books.

Dr. Jane Orient has served as the Executive Director of AAPS since 1989 and is the President of Doctors for Disaster Preparedness. She is the editor of AAPS News, the Doctors for Disaster Preparedness Newsletter, Civil Defense Perspectives, and is the managing editor of the Journal of American Physicians and Surgeons. More than 200 of her papers and op-ed pieces have been published in the scientific and popular literature on a variety of subjects including risk assessment, natural and technological hazards and nonhazards, and medical economics and ethics.

Dr. Thomas Cowan wrote the book How (and Why) to Eat More Vegetables which describes why eating small amounts of a wide variety of vegetables is key to optimal health. He is the author of Human Heart, Cosmic Heart, published by Chelsea Green in 2016, the primary author of The Fourfold Path to Healing, and the co-author, with Sally Fallon of The Nourishing Traditions Book of Baby and Child Care. He is one of the founding board members of the Weston A. Price Foundation, and he is trained and experienced in Anthroposophic medicine.

Karl Kanthak is a lifelong educator and elected school board official specializing in the inaccurate data being used to restrict citizen access to both public, taxpayer supported, and private education. His activities include being a patient safety advocate for preventing medical errors, unnecessary treatment, and undesirable pharmaceutical interactions.

Joshua Coleman naturally took to the fight against mandatory vaccination after his son Otto’s vaccine injury. As a filmmaker, his activism naturally married with his craft. In 2016, he joined the Vaxxed documentary bus tour capturing over 700 stories of vaccine injury from across the country. He is credited as co-executive producer and cinematographer on the follow up film, Vaxxed II, which features those heartbreaking stories. Joshua is well known for his outside-the-box and provocative journalism.

Karen Kain is an advocate speaking at events raising awareness on the dangers of vaccinations and supporting the movement for healthy babies. She and her daughter Lorrin were briefly featured in the movie Vaxxed: From Cover-up to Catastrophe. Lorrin crossed into the next life December 22, 2009, and yet, she still inspires us here in this one. We are blessed Karen will share their experience, and she and Lorrin will be honored at the summit gala.

Jami Hepworth is a founding board member of the new non-profit organization — Health Freedom Nevada — and was instrumental as a citizen lobbyist in the defeat of Nevada’s latest vaccine-related bill, AB123. She graduated from Brigham Young University and is currently working on a vaccine video course. Her videos and materials will explain her findings in bite-sized chunks so viewers can quickly enlighten skeptical science-brained others about the truth behind vaccines. She seeks to inspire others to be fearless in defense of liberty.

View a full list of presenters and complete bios at https://www.hfhcoalition.org/speakers-2